9 home decor covetables to introduce Colour of the Year
From the juicy fruit to a luscious lipstick shade in it, the hue of 2019—Awakening by Asian Paints, demands
attention, no matter what the occasion
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Photo Caption: Awakening is effortlessly malleable between its many moods that can transition across form, furniture,
fashion, architecture, and even a state of mind.

We all agree there’s style and serenity in the ubiquitous minimalism interior trend. But while modest
decor is having its moment, you also can’t deny that a decadent touch of supersaturated colour can
give an otherwise drab space that unexpected and much-needed lift. And the sultry plum shade
proclaimed as Asian Paints Colour of the Year 2019 Awakening begs for a full-on embrace. But don’t
feel obliged to offload the sterile paint from the walls if you aren’t sure; start by injecting this hard-toignore, optimistic colour beyond the accent walls into your home with small flourishes, from table
linens to bar stools and everything in-between. Have a look at some of our favourite decor picks in
Awakening for you to experiment with.

Wing dining chair by I’m Centre for Applied Arts
This retro-meets-modern tufted wing dining chair by multi-disciplinary firm in the capital I’m Centre
for Applied Arts can evoke the right amount of contemporary contrast and Victorian vintage appeal to
a space. The seater’s luscious velvet upholstery in the plum shade underscores its sharp yet rounded
counters, adding a sense of playfulness and even seriousness to its design.

Chaos Theory By Kavi Rug by Jaipur Rugs
Patterns for the floor is only one chapter of the varied story of picture-perfect rugs. An arty rug like this
one by Jaipur Rugs can paint a pretty picture on the floor, while packing a punch. Hand-knotted and
weaved using wool and silk, the Chaos Theory by Kavi design is inspired by the mossy patterns that
emerge from still water and a small step forward in Asian Paints Colour of the Year 2019, Awakening.

Concrete Candles by Karan Desai Home
From the Mumbai-based studio Karan Desai Home, these concrete candle beauties drenched in
Awakening are customisable and cosy enough to add a warm glow to your home. These recently
launched range of candles are designed in the brand’s signature design shells—comprising geometric
shapes like hexagon and pineapple—and made using soy wax complemented with Bergamot, teakwood
essential oil, driftwood and Salt for a rejuvenating at-home spa experience.

Marnie Plum Table Linen Collection by IKKA DUKKA
Set the table for flawless entertaining with the Marni collection in plum by the New Delhi-based luxury
lifestyle brand Ikka Dukka. The refined line, bearing contemporary geometric patterns, is a dreamcome-true not just for ardent chefs but also minimalists looking to introduce the Colour of the Year
2019, Awakening, into their homes. Every offering is painstakingly handmade by skilled artisans using
100 percent cotton textiles and by employing the traditional Indian wood-blocking techniques.
Spanning table runners, pot holders, oven mitts, table mats as well as napkins, these place settings
promise to elevate every comfort meal into a stately course.

Khiva Charger Plate by Good Earth
Chevrons inspired by vintage textiles in Awakening shade come together in this fine bone china charger
plate by Good Earth. The best part is these whimsical plates are edged with contrasting black and white
chevrons and delicate 24-carat gold bands and can triple-up as a canape platter, decorative centerpiece
or wall art.

Art Deco cushions by Sarita Handa
Cosy, comfortable, and chic, cushions are not just a pragmatic solution, they’ll also allow you to update
your interiors, without having to loosen up the purse strings. This art deco inspired cushion from Sarita
Handa borrows design from iconic cubist artist of the early 20th century Sonia Delunay, reflects small
touches of Awakening and can be paired or contrasted with a variety of styles.

Mondrian Doublette Pendant by Objects of Interest
A pendant light like this one delivers two treats for the price of one—a light source and a fanciful
extension to any room. Made from sturdy fabric, this piece is further punctuated with rectangular
shapes in Awakening and red against its ivory backdrop.

Zaragoca Side Table by Boca do Lobo
Look to this amethyst-shaded side table by Boca do Lobo to reinforce Awakening in your abode.
Delicately carved with wood and finished in silver leaf with high gloss varnish, the custom table
illustrates a classic silhouette and flowing details to conjure up a statement-making piece of furniture.

Brian Opera Contemporary Table by Castello Lagravinese Studio
From the Italy based design studio, this brass finish structured table is a refined addition to a
contemporary home. It’s high-quality circular marble top is adorned in the plum shade, and seamlessly
contrasted with metallic inserts.

